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THE
THEORY OF PACKING-HOUSE 
ACCOUNTING
INTRODUCTORY:
For some time there has been a demand, coming from various sources, for a manual of packing-house accounting procedure and prac­tice, and the present development and importance of the industry in this country warrant the preparation of such a treatise.It is indeed singular that there has never been prepared any au­thoritative manual on this subject. Many other industries have uni­form or standardized classifications of accounts. Many books have been written about the accounting systems of other businesses. But nothing of importance has ever been published on the accounting meth­ods found in the packing house; schools and universities have little or nothing in their courses pertaining to i t ; and the accounting profes­sion is not generally well informed on the subject except as some mem­bers may have had personal experience in the business.Substantial differences exist in the accounting practices of various companies. These are due to differences in the operations carried on in different plants, or to differences in plant construction and lay-out. In view of these conditions, the development of standardized account­ing procedure in this industry must be one of evolution.The accounting procedure to  be outlined in the following chapters is not based upon the present practice of any one plant or company, but is drawn from the systems of various companies both large and small. In preparing this work, attention has been given primarily to the needs and requirements of packing-house executives and account­ants. An attempt has been made, however, to present the subject in such a manner as to make it intelligible and useful to others interested in packing-house accounts.Much of the matter in the following chapters will of necessity be of a technical nature and for this reason the first section has been de-
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voted to as simple and brief a description as possible of the develop­ment and peculiarities of the packing business, treating especially of those features which give rise to the unusual accounting practices. An understanding of these accounting practices can be based only on a knowledge of the conditions which cause them.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE INDUSTRY:
The history of the packing industry in the United States is marked by four fairly distinct stages of development. In the earliest days slaughtering was a local business. The local butchers bought their live stock directly from the farmers of the surrounding territory and supplied their products to the local community.The second stage began with the extension of railroad facilities into the West and the development of stock raising in that part of the country. During this period came the extensive shipping of live stock from the West to the large centers in the East for slaughter and con­sumption. As early as the Civil War period the greater portion of the animals slaughtered in the eastern plants were shipped in from the West.As population moved westward and cities began to develop, pack­ing plants grew up at the more important markets, such as Buffalo, Cincinnati, and Chicago. These, however, did a more or less local business similar to that of the eastern plants. Lacking refrigerator cars, they were unable to ship fresh products. Only such products as had been dried, cured, or smoked, could be transported to other mar­kets.These conditions limited the growth and development of the west­ern plants and made necessary the shipping of live animals to the east­ern markets. This practice was both wasteful and expensive. Not only was there considerable risk in connection with such shipments, but there were also heavy transportation expenses, including unloading at special stations for feed, water and rest. Furthermore, these long hauls occasioned considerable loss due to death, bruises, and shrinkage in the weight of the animals.The advent of the refrigerator car marks the third stage in the development of the packing industry. The perfecting of these cars, making possible the transportation of fresh meats long distances, brought about great advancement in concentrating the slaughtering and meat-packing operations in large plants in the West, and the ship­ment of the dressed meats rather than live animals to the East. With the larger plants came also the development of the by-product indus­tries which are a very important feature of the industry today.
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The fourth and present period might very aptly be called the scien­tific stage. It is characterized by the more thorough, competent, and scientific management and operation of the business in all of its branches. There is more complete and thorough organization, more thoroughly trained personnel, a more complete and accurate knowl­edge of the business; all of which make for prompt and better service in every section of the country.During each of these stages, the accounting procedure has been on a parity with the rest of the business. In the early stages there was practically no packing-house accounting other than the ordinary bookkeeping applicable to any industry. Later, and even up to ten or fifteen years ago, a more or less rule-of-thumb or rough-and-ready system was still used by some concerns which prided themselves on their efficiency.It was not a matter of material concern to the packer of earlier periods that he did not have an efficient accounting and cost system, for his competitors were no better off than he. This, however, can be said no longer. With conditions as they are today, the packer who has not a dependable and efficient accounting and cost system is at a very decided and serious disadvantage. He is in competition with many concerns whose accounting systems keep them constantly in­formed on all their operations.It is interesting to note in this connection that the development of the industry has brought about a very substantial decrease in the gross margin out of which expenses can be paid and profits earned. United States Census Statistics show that in 1870 the value of the product of slaughtering and meat packing establishments was 22.9 percent greater than the cost of their raw material. By 1910 the mar­gin had fallen to 13.9 percent. On the average the packer has paid the producer about 85 cents out of each dollar received from the sale of meats and by-products. The margin of 15 cents has covered expenses of manufacture and distribution, and, over a period of years, has left an average profit of approximately 2½ cents on each dollar of sales.This margin of profit is so close that no rough-and-ready system of accounts or cost-finding methods can determine the difference be­tween a profit and a loss on current transactions. The closest and most accurate accounting and cost-figuring has become an absolute necessity to successful operations.The present packing-house accounting systems have been devel­oped to fit the operations and supply quickly the information required by the executives and operating men. For reasons which will subse­quently be explained, the cost accounting theories appropriate for most manufacturing businesses are not entirely applicable to this industry.
4PACKING HOUSE ORGANIZATION:
One of the chief characteristics of the packing industry affecting the accounting system is its complexity. From the point of view of functions performed, the industry is a collection of four fairly dis­tinct enterprises, each performing a different function. These func­tions may be enumerated as follows:
1— Slaughtering and Meat-packing.2— Specialized Manufacture of By-Products.3— Storage of Products.4— Distribution or Jobbing.
There are many small concerns that perform only one of these functions. Some packers, for instance, are concerned chiefly with the slaughtering function. They sell their raw by-products to other es­tablishments, engage little, if at all, in the storing of products, and are dependent on their local market for the sale of their meats. Other concerns may confine themselves to storing the products of the pack­ing houses. There are others which do not engage in the slaughtering of animals, but manufacture the raw by-products derived from slaugh­tering into finished products. Finally, there are concerns which devote their attention entirely to the distribution of packing-house products. They neither slaughter, store, nor engage in the processing of by­products. Here and there are establishments which perform two, three, or all four of these functions.The performance of any one of these four functions requires spe­cial plant and machinery, special personnel, and special accounting. Each function constitutes a business in itself, and therefore the con­cern that performs two or more functions is entitled to a return on the investment in each of them (although it may not make such a return) entirely separate and distinct from the return that may be made in performing any of the other functions. This calls for accurate de­partmental accounting.The organization of the industry is further complicated by the fact that even in the performance of one function, such as the process­ing of by-products, a single concern may be a collection of businesses. In addition to the slaughtering of animals and sale of meat, a packer may be engaged in making sausage, canning meat, etc.; he may oper­ate a soap factory in order to utilize inedible greases, or an oleo-marga­rine factory for the utilization of edible oils; he may also engage in the manufacture of glue, commercial fertilizer, and a whole variety of products in some of which only a small portion of raw material comes from slaughtered animals.
In order to utilize fully their physical equipment and sales organ­ization, some packers have seen fit to engage in the production or mer­chandising of such products as poultry, eggs, cheese, butter, lard sub­stitutes, etc.These activities may require the operation of storage plants, power plants, box factories, mechanical supply departments, etc.In order to make the accounting procedure fit the peculiarities of the business, the packing plant should be divided into a number of departments, each dealing with a specific product or group of related products. For each department separate records must be kept of the purchases, sales, inventories, and expenses, transfers to and from other departments, so that its net profit or loss may be readily ascer­tained for a given period. Without some kind of a departmental sys­tem it would be impossible for the packer to know the profit made or the loss sustained in the various branches of his business.
LIVE STOCK PURCHASING AND ACCOUNTS:
Again, the industry differs widely from most other industries in that it has practically no control over raw material purchases. The average manufacturer buys the raw materials that he wants in definite quantities, to be delivered at stated times and for stated prices. As a rule he will base these purchases or contracts for materials on a well laid out program for manufacture and sale. His materials are usually uniform in quality and condition and he can generally depend on getting just what he wants when he needs it. While he will meet competition in buying, it generally is not the open market, face-to-face, competitive bidding that the packer encounters.Although some concerns buy their live stock directly from the farm, the bulk of the packers’ purchases are made in the central live stock markets. The packers have no control over live stock shipments coming into these markets, but must select from the daily receipts as nearly as possible the kind, grade, and quantity they desire. Further­more, they must make live stock purchases without having a specific outlet for the product; oftentimes they must buy a grade or quality not especially wanted, and in quantities greater or less than they de­sire. In short, the packers must absorb from day to day for cash all live stock offered, and must find a market for the product.Most of the live stock is shipped by the farmer or stock-raiser to the markets on consignment to commission men who represent the owners of the stock. The packing concerns have buyers on these mar­kets who go out with fairly definite orders as to the number of head, quality and kind they would like to purchase. These buyers go through
the yards looking over the stock offered, and make bids on the lots desired. As a rule several buyers representing different packers or shippers make bids for each lot, the commission man naturally accept­ing the best bid.Each lot of stock purchased is an individual trade in itself. When commission man and buyer agree on the sale, the stock is driven to the scale where it is weighed by the Stock Yards Company’s weigher, who issues a scale ticket showing the number of head sold, the names of the seller and buyer, and the weight in pounds. This scale ticket is a basis upon which the invoice is made out by the commission firm, recording the sale to the packing concern. In some cases the scale ticket itself may be used as an invoice by placing on the back the price and computing the amount of the sale. This scale ticket or invoice, when stamped and signed by the packing company’s representative, is pay­able to the commission firm through the local bank. These transac­tions are all on a strictly spot cash basis.The creation of this ever-ready cash market for live stock, in­stantly responsive to all the markets of the world, and the world-wide distribution of live-stock products, have been responsible for the won­derful development of stock raising in this country. Probably no other agency has been such an important factor in promoting agri­culture as a whole, because live-stock raising is essential to the main­tenance of soil fertility.As the animals are driven from the scales they are turned over to the employees of the packing concern. A copy of the scale ticket or invoice going to the company is the beginning of its accounting records. Usually each lot purchased is kept separate, especially in the case of cattle, calves, and sheep. They are slaughtered by lots and the costs are figured by lots.The cost of the animals as shown by these scale tickets or invoices is charged to the live-stock purchase accounts which are outlined in later chapters. From the slaughter-house, reports are sent in show­ing the details of the killing of each lot, which serve as a verification and check on the purchases and are the basis upon which costs are computed.The gathering and recording of the data pertaining to the pur­chase cost, the dressed weights and by-product yields from the plant, and the computing of the costs therefrom, are among the most impor­tant duties of the packing-house accountant. Since the packer is un­able to determine before buying the stock what he is going to get for his meats, he must do the next best thing. He must have at hand to guide him in forming buying and selling policies the most accurate up-to-date information about his purchases and sales, his costs of manufacture, and the margins of profit or loss his business is yielding
him day by day. If his meats are being sold at prices below cost, it is important that he know it quickly so that he may try to buy his live stock cheaper. If the demand for his product is good and the margin profitable, he may want to increase his buying orders to develop more volume.
SLAUGHTERING OPERATIONS AND COSTS:
In most industries the manufacturer is engaged in making some­thing, that is, he takes definite quantities of materials of a more or less readily ascertainable cost, expends quite a definite quantity of labor, adds the proper proportion of overhead expense, and has the manufactured cost of his product. His operations consist of putting together or building up things of known costs. On this cost the average manufacturer will base his selling prices.The packer’s operations are different in that they are the taking apart or breaking up of something of known cost into many parts for which separate costs cannot be computed.Take, for instance, the manufacture of an automobile. Here may be applied the ordinary cost-accounting principles. The cost of each part is readily ascertained by summing up the costs of materials used and the labor expended and the proportionate share of factory over­head. These all taken together with the labor of assembling, and the overhead applicable thereto, make the total cost of the completed machine.Now, suppose one were to buy this automobile second-hand for, say, $1,000.00, and dismantle it. On what basis could the cost of the various parts of this automobile be computed? What, for instance, would be the cost of the speedometer, or the frame, or the right front tire, or of any other part? Obviously it is impossible to ascertain the costs of these various parts. The same is true in the packing industry. It is impossible to ascertain the separate costs of beef, hides, fats, tongues, livers, hearts, tankage, etc.The packer is engaged in the production of commodities which are subject to striking conditions of joint cost. The production of beef, for instance, means that other things, such as hides, fats, fertil­izer, etc., are produced in the same operation—they are all joint prod­ucts; and it is a commonplace in economics that while the cost of all joint products taken together may be computed, the costs of the indi­vidual products cannot be ascertained.The problem of joint cost is one which arises in the operations of only a few industries. The only known method of figuring costs in
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these industries is to compute the cost of the major or primary prod­uct by deducting from the total cost the net market value of the by­products. This method was recognized and used by the United States Tariff Board in ascertaining the cost of producing wool, where the by-product was mutton, and it is approved by Public Service Commis­sions in their standardized accounting classifications for calculating the cost of producing artificial gas where the by-product is coke.To explain the packer’s cost-finding methods more fully, take the problem of the butcher who buys a steer weighing 1,000 pounds alive, and for which he pays $100.00. When he has slaughtered and dressed it he will have a dressed carcass of beef weighing about 500 pounds, a hide, some fats, a tongue, a heart, a liver, and many other by-products. How will he figure costs?He knows that he can sell the hide for, say, $20.00, the fats for $3.00, and the other by-products for $2.00, a total of $25.00 worth of by-products. He knows also that the slaughtering and dressing has cost him, say, $5.00. Naturally he will figure the dressed cost of the carcass of beef in this manner:
Paid for live steer weighing 1,000 lbs................ $100.00Expense of slaughter and dressing....................  5.00
Total cost of dressed beef and by-products. . . .  $105.00 Can sell by-products to net........................ . 25.00
Balance, cost of 500 lbs. of dressed beef............  $ 80.00
or an average of 16 cents per pound.
This is the only known method of computing the cost of a dressed carcass; and it is the method that the packer must follow if he is to conduct his business intelligently.The determining of costs in the present-day packing business is not quite such a simple affair as the foregoing illustration might make it appear. The live cost is readily available from the scale ticket or invoice covering the purchase of the stock. The values of the by­products, however, are affected by many factors. The market values for these by-products must be based on or computed from the market value of the processed or manufactured by-product.Hide values are based on the market for cured hides. Fat values are based on the markets for oleo oil, stearine, tallow, grease and tankage, which are the manufactured products coming from fats. And so with many other by-products. While some of these by-products may be sold in their green or unprocessed state, it would be impossible for the average packer to market the bulk of them in this condition.
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In fact, the processing of these by-products to their first manufactured, marketable stage, is an integral part of the operations of any present- day slaughtering and packing establishment.In valuing these by-products the current market prices are used. On most of the products, price quotations change from week to week and in some cases from day to day, so that the schedules upon which costs are computed must he revised from week to week or day to day in order that the costs ascertained will be accurate current costs.Computing the values of these by-products in their green or un­processed state means figuring the values backward through the man­ufacturing or processing operations. For instance, hides as taken off at time of slaughter are much heavier than the cured hide which will be marketed later. In finding the value of the green hide from the cured hide market, this shrinkage must be taken into account. To ascertain the values of the fats it is necessary to know the percentage and quality of their yield in oleo oil and stearine, or tallow, grease and tankage, as it is in these forms that the fats are marketed.Furthermore, the by-products derived from the various kinds and grades of animals will vary widely. The hides from some animals are worth more than those from others, some animals have more or better grade of fats than others, and so on throughout the whole list. These variations between lots of animals should he recognized, and a knowledge of them can be ascertained only by tests made of average or representative lots.As explained before, the live stock purchases are usually made by lots. This is always true of cattle, calves and sheep. As a rule these lots are killed out separately in the packing house and the costs are computed for each lot. Sometimes several small purchases may be combined if the animals are of the same grade; and where a mixed lot is offered for sale the several animals of each grade are usually bought and weighed up separately, thus making two or more lots, keeping the grades separate. For each lot the accounting staff must know the live cost, the live and dressed weights, the weights and grades of the hides, the weights of the important fats, losses from condemnations, shrinkage, etc., in order to compute the costs. It is from these cost sheets that the charges to the various departments of the business are made covering the by-products transferred to each one.It is important to note that while the cost of dressed meat is cal­culated from day to day by deducting the value of by-products from the total live and killing cost, the cost of the dressed meat as finally computed may be slightly different for the reason that the expense of killing is a variable element on account of variations in the number
of animals slaughtered, and cannot he ascertained absolutely except over a period of time. Furthermore, the by-product values which are used in making cost calculations from day to day are based on the market at the time of slaughter. By the time these by-products are manufactured and sold, market conditions may have changed. Ac­count must therefore be taken of these factors in arriving at the final results so that they will include all the profits or losses realized, those on the by-products as well as those on the meats.The cost of the dressed hog carcass may be computed in a similar manner. However, pork is not customarily sold in the form of a dressed carcass as in the case of beef, veal, and mutton, but is cut up into various parts, such as hams, loins, butts, shoulders, bellies, ribs, sides, etc. Some of these cuts are sold fresh, others are cured and sold as dry salt or sweet pickle meats, or may be smoked and sold as bacon or smoked hams, cooked hams, etc.The accounting procedure in the hog business is even more com­plicated than that of the cattle, calf, or sheep business, because the operations involve a greater breaking up of the dressed carcass and more numerous processes extending over considerable periods of time.
MANUFACTURING OPERATIONS AND COSTS:
It has already been pointed out that on account of the variety of operations to be found in the packing industry, it is necessary that a plant performing several functions be divided into a number of de­partments, each representing some natural division of the business, if the operations are to be readily and efficiently supervised. Many of these operations represent complete industries in themselves, being compelled to meet the competition of concerns which do no slaughter­ing. The curing of pork, for instance, may be handled by those who are not packers. There are many concerns which smoke pork and cook hams. There are many oleomargarine concerns which do no slaughtering. There are rendering and fertilizer concerns which are not connected with packing houses in any way, and so throughout the vari­ous manufacturing processes. The fact cannot be too greatly empha­sized that the packing-house organization of today represents not one industry, but a succession of related industries. And the only prac­tical way in which a business of this character can be conducted is that each portion of the business be required to stand upon its own feet.Suppose, for example, that tallow is transferred to the soap de­partment. To the beef department, the transfer is in reality a sale; to the soap department, it is a purchase of raw material. Each de­partment must pay for all it gets, and must be paid for all it gives.
Inasmuch as the soap department represents a distinct business, in competition with firms engaged only in soap making, it is necessary that the soap department of a packing plant be operated along similar lines in order that the operations may be judged on a commercial basis.If a packing business is to be conducted efficiently, the manage­ment must have at hand full and complete statistics concerning the operations of each department. The managers must know the condi­tions of their markets both for raw material and finished product. They must know their operating costs together with the gains, shrinks, and yields in the various processes. And in directing the business, one of the principal factors is the policy deciding whether or not a product should be disposed of in its present stage or whether it should be processed further. The final decision, of course, will depend entirely upon the market that exists for the product in its various stages of processing. For instance, if the demand for smoked hams and bacon is good, and the margin over the cost of processing profitable, the packer will put more of his cured products through the smoke-house; if the margin is unfavorable on account of a lack of demand he will sell more of it in the cured state. Again in the case of cooked hams, the packer must have at hand all of his operating statistics on ham cooking, etc., in order to determine whether it is better to cook more hams, to sell more of them as cured product, or to put them through the smoke-house.The packer who conducts an oleomargarine and lard compound business has the choice of transferring the oleo oil to the oleomarga­rine factory or of selling it. He must decide whether it is more ad­vantageous to transfer stearine to the compound lard factory or to sell it. His decision in all such cases can only be based on full and complete information as to markets and operating statistics in the various departments.The foregoing analysis shows the necessity of careful and logical departmentization of packing-house operations and accounts, and the handling of each department on its own individual basis. This means that when products are transferred from one department to another, the value placed upon them must be based on the market price; also that at the end of the accounting period, inventories must be taken on the same basis. These two practices have led to a great deal of mis­understanding of packing-house accounts and accounting methods, be­cause they are at variance with the ordinary accounting procedure. In a business where the raw materials are assembled into one finished product, the basis for transferring products between departments is cost, and for taking inventories is cost or market, whichever is lower.After products have once been transferred, the packer follows
within each department the same cost procedure that is found in other businesses. Final costs are ascertained by adding together the cost of the raw material, labor, etc., going into the finished product. But in other respects, the accounting procedure in the packing business must necessarily differ from that found in the great majority of in­dustrial enterprises—for two reasons. In the first place, it is im­possible to ascertain the individual costs of hides, fats and other prod­ucts that are subject to conditions of joint cost. In the second place, it should be noted that at practically every stage of manufacture, the packer has, or could find, an opportunity of selling his product. If under these conditions he chooses to transfer the product to another department for further processing, then the market value of the prod­uct must be taken as the initial cost in the undertaking. In other wor ds, since transfers and inventories can not always be based on pure cost, it is only logical, owing to the peculiarities of the industry, that they be based upon opportunity cost, i. e., market price. The same peculiar conditions are not found in the ordinary manufacturing enter­prises where the product is salable only in its completed state and at no intermediate stage.There are, of course, some differences between various packing companies in the functions they perform, the commodities they turn out, and the related lines in which they engage. There are also differ­ences in plant lay out and construction. For these reasons there will be differences in their departmental organization. Nevertheless, it is absolutely essential that a packer have at hand the complete accounts on each and every process in his various departments in order that any process may be discontinued as soon as it becomes unprofitable, or may be adjusted immediately to new conditions.
STORAGE OF PRODUCTS:
The storage of products is a highly necessary function. At certain periods of the year some products are in abundance; at other periods there is a scarcity. In the absence of storage facilities, prices would be low in periods of plenty and high in periods of scarcity. In peri­ods of plenty low prices would not only discourage production, but would also encourage wastefulness among consumers, thereby hasten­ing the period of scarcity and high prices. The operation of storage plants tends to equalize these extremes to the advantage of both con­sumers and producers.The storing of food is a business enterprise entirely different from that of manufacturing. It involves the tying up of capital, and the expenditure of money for interest and insurance. The losses sustained
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in the business are so frequent that one is not justified in engaging in the storing of food products unless there is a prospect that the profit gained will be commensurate with the risks taken.If the packer is engaged in the storage business it is important that he keep his accounts in such a way that he will know whether or not he is making money. He must have a definite knowledge as to the cost of handling goods through storage, the volume handled, the price at which his goods go in and out of storage each month, and the quantity and age of each kind of goods stored. Information of this character is of vital importance to the management in deciding mat­ters of business policy.
SELLING AND DISTRIBUTING OF PRODUCTS:
One other important peculiarity of the packing business remains to be noted. The packer deals in many products which are highly perishable. He cannot increase his net return by withholding fresh meat any more than the farmer can increase the profit on his straw­berries by withholding them from the market. Neither beef nor straw­berries will keep fresh for more than a few days. Under these con­ditions fresh meats do not have and can not have any set market price. At any moment there is a certain quantity on hand which must be sold. The price finally realized is subject to the law which deter­mines the price of all perishable products of fixed supply, namely, under the peculiar conditions of demand and supply, the price must be sufficiently low to move the whole supply into consumptive chan­nels.The packing-house must have a fairly wide outlet for its products and must serve more than a local community. The necessity for this becomes apparent from the fact that the great cattle-producing areas of the country lie in the West, while the great consuming areas are in the East along the Atlantic seaboard. It is estimated that 70 percent of the cattle other than dairy cattle, 70 percent of the sheep, and 51 percent of the hogs are raised west of the Mississippi River, while 69 percent of the population of the country lives to the east of it. Either live animals or fresh meats must be shipped from the producing to the consuming sections and it has been found to be more economical to ship the fresh meats in refrigerator cars than to ship the live animals.The methods by which packing-house products are distributed throughout the country include the use of branch houses and selling agencies in the important centers, and car routes and automobile routes to the smaller towns. Through these agencies the industry is able to supply each community with the particular grade of meats and meat
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products it desires, and at just the time they are wanted throughout the whole year, regardless of the distance between the consuming and pro­ducing sections.In the operation of these selling agencies which are widely scat­tered, it is necessary that each be handled on its own individual basis like an independent jobbing business. They have their own local mar­kets to supply, they must seek to keep on hand the products desired, and they must merchandise their products to the best possible advan­tage. They should know their operating costs and the margins they are realizing on the various products in order to know whether their business is on a sound basis. Furthermore, close contact must be maintained between these agencies and the packing house so that the management may know the demand for various products and be guided accordingly in live stock purchasing.Reliable and immediately available statistics are the most im­portant feature of this part of the accounting work. Efficient and prompt accounting of the transactions of these selling agencies is a most important factor to the producer, the packer, and the public. To the packer, this information is necessary for the scientific and profit­able conduct of his business. It enables him to keep his buying more in line with the market for his products, and to distribute his products where they will sell to the best advantage. Activities of this character, if intelligently directed, (and that is the function of a scientific cost system) make for quicker response and reaction of one market upon another, more stable prices to producers and consumers, and smaller average spreads between the price paid for live animals and the price received for meat products.
It is hoped that the foregoing pages, together with the pamphlets on detailed accounting procedure which are to follow, will aid in de­veloping a more general knowledge and recognition of the real theory of packing-house accounting. No enterprise operating under such unusual conditions as those which confront the packing industry, and having so narrow a margin between buying and selling markets, can be conducted successfully for any period of time unless its operations are based upon sound accounting theory and procedure.
